news highlight
PP&S to represent Flowserve’s
newly acquired INNOMAG™ line
CHARLOTTE, April 2014 – Pumps, Parts & Service, Inc. (PP&S) has been selected by Flowserve
Corp. as the authorized distributor for INNOMAG™ equipment in Alabama, North and South
Carolina and Virginia. Flowserve recently acquired Innovative Mag-Drive, LLC, the industry
benchmark for sealless, non-metallic mag-drive pumps, expanding their portfolio to better serve
core petrochemical, organic chemical and pharmaceutical markets.
“Being Flowserve’s distributor of choice for INNOMAG technology in a significant portion of the
Southeast is really important to our current customer base”, said Ray Miller, PP&S President.
“Combined with our rapid distribution model and robust reliability solutions, it means unparalled
access to the most advanced sealless, zero-emission centrifugal pump technology in the business.
We’re seeing this technology increasingly specified in evolving petro- and organic chemical
applications, as well as in a broad range of industrial – and even environmental – applications.”
Capturing the INNOMAG line is the second of two important “thumbs up” from Flowserve. In 2013,
PP&S was one of a select few firms to achieve certification for Flowserve repair. INNOMAG pumps
will be included in the extensive list of OEM technologies for which PP&S offers certified and
authorized warranty service.
Miller attributes the company’s dual selection by Flowserve to their focus on engineered solutions
and customer care. “We’ve been ISO 9001 certified since 2000. This focus on continuous
improvement makes a big difference in how we’re able to deliver on customer needs”, said Miller.
“Customer confidence is a big part of the Flowserve value story, and strategy behind acquiring the
trusted INNOMAG line.”
PP&S customers are encouraged to speak with their key account managers or a PP&S applications
engineer for more information on the INNOMAG line, and to visit www.pp-s.com.

####
PP&S, Inc. is a regional distributor of rotating and process equipment serving industrial and municipal
markets in NC, SC, AL, GA, VA and the Florida panhandle. PP&S also offers comprehensive design and
reliability services to optimize equipment selection, utilization and asset management, achieving the total
lowest cost of ownership for their client base. In 2015, PP&S celebrated 35 years of service.
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